
 

Desserts 
 

Warm cake or fruit crumble is commonly served as a dessert 
together with ice cream. Is this combination permitted? 

• If the temperature of the cake or crumble is 110°F or hotter (yad 
soledes), topping it with non-cooked ice cream may “cook” the ice cream, 
which is forbidden on Shabbos1.    -  בישול-  

• If the temperature of the cake or crumble is less than 110°F, no 
cooking process occurs. However, if the cake is reasonably hot it can cause 
the ice cream to melt and become liquid prior to eating. Causing the ice 
cream to melt is prohibited on Shabbos2.   -  מוליד-  
• Therefore, if one wants to serve hot cake together with ice cream 
for dessert, the two foods should be placed on the same plate, but they 
should not touch. They may be eaten together in one spoonful. 

 
May one prepare Jell-O or pudding on Shabbos? 

One may not prepare Jell-O on Shabbos. - לש \ מוליד -   
Pudding may be prepared in the following manner: 

• As a loose mixture  

• Switching the normal order of adding the ingredients 

• Mixing the mixture in an unusual manner, such as using a crisscross 
motion or using the handle of a utensil. 

 
May one use a whip-topping spray on Shabbos? 

According to some Poskim, it is forbidden to use a whip-topping pressure 
spray on Shabbos3. In addition, it would not be permissible to form a 
flower or letter with the cream.      -          -  כותב \ מוליד
 
May one slice a cake decorated with letters or figures on Shabbos? 

One may not cut through a letter or figure written onto a cake. 

                                                           
1 This is different than raw foods placed next to hot foods (which is a machlokes) since in this case, 
the food is placed directly on top, which is considered an act of cooking. 
2 Forming liquids from solids is prohibited because of the Issur of Molid - creating a new entity - is 
similar to Melocha (Rashi). Others explain that it is a gezeira that one should refrain from squeezing 
fruits (Dash). 
3 Because the contents are a liquid that assume a solid consistency when released, which is a form of 
Molid. 
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